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摘  要 
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Traditional Chinese culture is a powerful spiritual pillar and the great strength of 
the Chinese nation stands among the nations of the world to promote the Chinese 
nation, united, progressive, hard work of the soul and an inexhaustible motive force. 
The television media has a powerful cultural communication functions and it should 
make efforts to spread traditional Chinese culture. 
In this thesis, to the best TV program of cultural class "Lecture Room" as the 
object of study, use of document analysis, content analysis and text analysis, I want to 
show the television medium of cultural transmission function and its future 
development to provide reference. 
This thesis is divided into five parts and the main contents are as follows: 
The first chapter is the introduction, description of the research background and 
significance, research methods and objectives, and previous research literature review. 
The second chapter on the culture of the television media spread function 
theoretically carding, discrimination connotation of "culture" spread the culture of the 
functions and responsibilities of the television media interpretation. 
The third chapter explains of the development path of "Lecture Room" and law 
instructions of topics and analysis of its popular programs. 
The fourth chapter combines of "Lecture Room" to discuss the cultural 
transmission function of the television media. As to elaboration the theory, I analyze 
the audience psychology and discuss the elite culture and the popular culture. 
The fifth chapter analyzes the communication strategy of "Lecture Room". As 
the cultural mode of transmission of cultural characteristics of the Chinese nation fit 
the TV media, "Lecture Room" makes full use of the cultural mode of transmission of 
the TV media to spread traditional Chinese culture and to establish a unique brand of 
cultural. 
The conclusion section summarizes the contribution of "Lecture Room" to the 
cultural dissemination and proposes the shortcomings of this paper. 
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